1. GPS Anoga, Sundla, Chamba
Mr. Yudh Vir Tandan, JBT
The school has published seven monthly issues of its child magazine 'Nanhe Ustad'.
Mr. Yudh Vir has also organised various excursion tours to bank, hospital and tourist
spots for the students' holistic learning. A Child Cabinet and Child Saving Bank have
been started and are functioning well in the school. Students participate actively in the
morning assembly in Hindi, English and Sanskrit. Mr. Yudh Vir focuses on activitybased learning and keeps the students involved in the class even in their leisure time.

2. GPS Behli, Sundernagar II, Mandi
Sumita Kumari, JBT
Ms. Sumita Kumari is teaching students using creative TLMs and through the
learning by doing method. Children learnt counting and different animals in EVS
through these TLMs and they were extremely enthusiastic during the class.

3.

GPS Mathiari, Sihunta, Chamba
Narender Kumar, JBT

The Govt. Primary School Mathiari has bought its own computer system to start smart
classes and computer classes. The school has done this on its own initiative without
the government aid. The staff of the school, SMC members as well as BRCC
(Primary) donated this computer with their own money. It is being used to make
learning of concepts engaging. The school is working on the method of learning by
doing. Mr. Narender Kumar has made assignments like scrapbooks for yoga etc.,
tricolor flags, model on surrounding crops etc. and the children increase their
knowledge through these methods.

4.

GSSS Sharti, Seraj-II, Mandi

Naresh Kumar TGT (NM)
Mr. Naresh Kumar organized a special seven-day maths camp for the students of
GSSS Sharti. The aim was to enhance understanding of mathematics concepts.
Further, a Maths magazine has been started and Maths Lab setup to encourage
activity-based learning.
An ICT Lab has also been setup and being utilized in the school to teach such
concepts effectively. A wastewater filter has also been created and is functioning well

in the school to address water shortage.

5. GSSS Dhangiyara, Chachoit-II, Mandi
Mr. Hem Raj
Mr. Hem Raj uses TLMs in Hindi class and uses computer modules effectively to
explain Hindi lessons. Students are provided knowledge and taught in an interactive
way.

6. GPS Basher, Drang, Mandi
Ms. Kamal Jeet, JBT
︎Ms. Kamaljeet undertook door-to-door campaign and promised to provide quality
education by teachers, which resulted in increase in enrollment and the school could
compete with the private school located nearby. Ms. Kamal Jeet has contributed to an
attractive school campus, colorful classrooms, TLMs, and activity-based learning that
enhance the learning and achievement of students. In addition, new uniforms have
been introduced for all students and staff of the school.

7. GSSS Joginder Nagar, Mandi
Ravinder Sharma, Principal
During the ten-month tenure of the Mr.Ravinder Sharma as Principal of GSSS
Joginder Nagar, many inititives were taken towards the betterment of the school.
Enrollment was increased especially for the higher classes. The school also has
students previously enroled in private schools due to the good quality of education
provided here. With the school’s support the students are performing very well. He
also made sure to inform the parents and community about quality education through
newspapers, social media, telecommunications and other programs.

